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Optics

� As a part of a final reassessment of the optical design, the collimator has been re-optimized to
reduce the axial color (the major aberration of the PFIS system) by a factor of 2 .  Side benefits
to the re-optimization are the elimination of the hygroscopic BaF2 element (replaced by CaF2),
and the opening up of the clearance for the waveplate mechanism.  The overall configuration is
essentially unchanged.

� Performed sensitivity analysis on waveplate rotation to establish the specifications for the
bearings.

� Computed volume change in lens interfaces due to thermal effects to establish which will
require coupling fluid bladders

� Performed sensitivity analysis for tilt/decenter of groups and elements to establish
specifications on mounting

� Continued investigation of optical fabrication, mounting, coating, etc. issues through contact
with instrument scientists of other large telescope spectrographs, including Jim Stilburn (DAO,
GMOS), Dan Fabricant (BINOSPEC), Steve Vogt (HIRES), Murray Fletcher (GMOS), and
Andrew Sheinis (ESI).  Discovered a very useful collection of practical optical engineering
articles in Lick technical reports (http://www.ucolick.org/~pubs/lotr.html).

� Renewed contact with Crystran/ Korth, prospective optical fabricator.  Crystran has decided to
pass this on to their parent company, Korth Krystalle.  We are still hoping to get some response
to our request for quote.

Mechanical

� The structural changes have been made to allow for the X-Y kinematic mount and a reduced
1.8m ring. The analysis of image motion shows that the flexure is restrained sufficiently to keep
the image motion in spec for all tracks. The mass of the structure has been reduced by ~25kg
from the PDR structure. The structure will require another iteration of image motion analysis
once the major mechanisms and optics elements that attach to the structure have been detailed
further.

� The design of the wave plate mechanism is making good progress and has forced us to consider
instrument-wide motion (linear and rotational) and encoding philosophies. A small stepper
motor has been procured and will be tested for heat dissipation properties under various running



conditions in the next few weeks. The solid model layout of the mechanism has been completed
and awaits a final decision on motors and encoders/sensors. The encoding will probably be done
in various levels; an accurate fiducial sensor and active detent to ensure repeatability and a less
accurate angle position sensing system to record the angular position (of 32 possible positions)
of the wave plate.

� Air, power and cooling requirements have also received some attention over the last month.

Control

� Finalized location of electronics boxes; analyzed wire size and count for remote power
supplies.

� Worked with National Instruments on PXI specs and requirements, in preparation for first
procurement.

� Researched Labview-ready stages for grating rotation and focus.

Management

� Met with University procurement personnel to define procurement procedures for the large
purchases.  Polarimetric optics will be procured by Sealed Bid, major optics by Request for
Proposal, and slitmask factory by "Governor's Waiver", which will allow quick response to
availability of a machine on the used market.

� Solicited resumes and arranged interviews for management interns.  This will be a graduate
student in Manufacturing and Technology Management in the Business School.  This will enable
us to offload  the collection and organization of budget and schedule data from the senior
personnel, allowing better tracking.

� Finished establishing PFIS web site, http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/.  The PFIS document
library, including all numbered PFIS documents and current SALT documents,  is accessible on
the new web site.



Activities for the next month

� Finish the optical design reassessment, attempting to take advantage of the reduction of axial
color in the collimator to simplify the camera.

� Develop a detailed schedule for the optics critical design, including
thermal analysis
mounting tolerance analysis
lens holder / optical fabrication design and fabrication plan
coating strategy

� Increase the fidelity of the weight budget, especially lens mounts
� Mechanism designs:

finish waveplate mechanism design
next mechanism: slitmask

� Continue defining interface details:
slitviewer interface

� Controls:
 procure a PXI chassis and one National Instruments motor control card to support

evaluation of motors and sensors, and to get experience with the Labview interface
� Management

update the overall schedule and budget for Quarterly Report




